
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE SPANISH AMERICAN WAR

On April 25, the United States declared war on Spain following the sinking of the Battleship Maine in Havana harbor on
February 15, The war ended.

Asiatic Squadron enters Manila Bay at midnight. In a separate note, however, he made it clear that nothing
less than independence for Cuba would be acceptable. Congress answered that a state of war had existed since
April  The Spanish government accepted American arbitration in the conflict, but they insisted that the
insurgents should call for an armistice. After two hours, the Spanish withdraw as scheduled. History: War. The
war was fought on several fronts. It was independent from Spain, but guess what? The assault is initially
slowed as U. On April 19, Congress declared Cuban independence, and then approved military action to
achieve it. Wheeler orders Brigadier General S. We admit that on the surface, this brief conflict doesn't seem
so epic. When the dust settled, Cuba was independent Yes, we're sure. Spain disavowed any involvement, but
a U. Four months later, the Treaty of Paris officially acknowledged the independent republic of Cuba. At
about A. Numerous civilians die. President McKinley calls for an additional 75, volunteer soldiers. Wouldn't it
be great if the United States had more places like Florida and Louisiana? Go, go American imperialism! On
January 25, , an explosion tore open the hull of the Maine and sank the vessel. Responding to public pressure,
McKinley issued an ultimatum. Army has suffered such grievous losses from disease that it needs the U. Their
newspapers stirred pro-Cuban sentiment by publishing sensational and often exaggerated accounts of Spanish
atrocities. The U. Redfield Proctor of Vermont , who had just returned from a tour of Cuba. Spain would end
the reconcentration policy. Let Spain, he wrote, abandon reconcentration in fact as well as in name, declare an
armistice, and accept U. Although Cervera surprises the American fleet by sortying during daylight, the
American ships respond quickly, and are three times larger than and outgun Cervera's ships whose weapons
are in disrepair. Asiatic Fleet in the Philippines. Spain at first stated that an armistice would be granted only on
application from the insurgents but on April 9 announced one on its own initiative. As Theodore Roosevelt
told a friend in , "I should welcome almost any war, for I think this country needs one.


